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Current Biology 26, R739-R755, August 22, 2016 © 2016 Elsevier Ltd. ability and radiance vision but instead employ both simultaneously, much as humans use both chromatic and achromatic information to assess a scene. Thus, at close range, a polarization-sensitive animal can likely use both polarization and radiance cues to obtain a more complete and potentially more discernible view of an object. However, it is unlikely that an animal can combine the two visual modalities to increase sighting distance. Once one modality drops below the threshold for detection, it cannot improve the other modality's sighting distance limit. This is analogous to underwater color vision, which can provide additional information at close range, but does not increase sighting distance because the image of the target at long range generally has the same color as the background due to the effects of the intervening water (i.e. at a great enough distance, all fi sh in blue water eventually look blue).
While our study is limited in location and number of species, it is the fi rst to combine in situ polarization imagery with a realistic model of visual perception that allows us to quantitatively compare the utility of polarization vision versus radiance vision when viewing silvery fi sh. The results show clearly that silvery fi sh, while by no means cryptic relative to polarization vision, are nevertheless seen at the greatest distances using radiance information alone. This should be examined in other species, habitats, and especially at viewing angles further from horizontal to determine if there is a situation in which polarization vision can increase detection range. In addition, it is known that various polarization-based haze-reduction algorithms [1] can, in certain situations, increase the sighting distance of any target, silvery or not. Because it is not known whether these algorithms have been implemented by any animal, they were not the focus of this study. However, preliminary modeling of the simplest of these strategies -using the vertical channel to minimize the background light and thus boost achromatic contrast -show some, though often minimal, benefi t for two-thirds of the sampled fi sh (Supplemental information), but at the cost of reducing the sighting distance for the remainder of the fi sh. Further research should explore whether this algorithm or other more complex ones are used by extant visual systems.
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S.J. conceived the study, V.G. and S.P. developed and calibrated the polarization camera, N.J.M. collected the imagery, S.J. and Y.L.G developed and implemented the visual model, and all interpreted the results and wrote the manuscript. [1] comment that an Oenothera-like meiosis [2] could produce a pattern similar to what we observed in our study of natural isolates of the bdelloid rotifer Adineta vaga, which we attributed to horizontal gene transfers (HGTs) [3] . Indeed, our HGT hypothesis appears at fi rst sight diffi cult to conciliate with their observation of a congruent pattern of allele sharing at four large loci possibly located on different chromosomes [4] . However, one might imagine conditions under which massive horizontal gene transfer between bdelloid individuals could produce such a pattern, notably if the individuals involved had previously lost most of their heterozygosity because of their exposure to frequent desiccation (which produces DNA double-strand breaks [5] ). In the published A. vaga genome the loss of heterozygosity due to large-scale gene conversion events or break-induced replication covers only about 10% of the genome [6] , but this percentage may be much higher in environmental isolates that often experience dessication. Besides, if an Oenothera-like mode of meiosis occurs in bdelloids frequently enough to be detected in a single sampling of 29 individuals (as in [4] ), one would expect males and meiosis to be observed at least occasionally, and instances of congruent allele sharing across loci should turn up frequently in genetic surveys. This was not the case in [3] : among the 82 A. vaga individuals sequenced for four nuclear markers, no trio of individuals presented congruent patterns of shared sequences at different loci. For these reasons, and in the absence of any direct evidence for an Oenothera-like meiosis in bdelloids, we still consider inter-bdelloid HGTs a more parsimonious explanation for our results.
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Clearly, additional multilocus surveys of allele sharing in bdelloid populations will be required to solve the puzzling discrepancy between our observations Correspondence and those of Signorovitch et al., as well as to determine the mechanism and frequency of genetic exchange among bdelloids. A completely assembled bdelloid genome sequence would also allow us to test the hypothesis of an Oenothera-like mode of meiosis: one prediction of this model is that pairs of colinear telomeric regions should be detected (see Figure 6 in [3] ). Besides, one might imagine that several distinct mechanisms mediate genetic exchange in bdelloids, possibly in a genus or clade-specifi c fashion (notably, the uneven chromosome numbers of Philodina rosela and Habrotrocha tridens mentioned in [4] do not seem compatible with the Oenothera model, in which there should be an equal number of  and  chromosomes [2] ). Whatever the outcome, this is an exciting time for rotiferology, as upcoming population genomic surveys will allow us to unravel and quantify how bdelloid rotifers, which were until recently dubbed "ancient asexual scandals" [7] , actually exchange genetic information.
